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The photochromic effect of thin amorphous W03 films, i.e., the coloration upon exposing the
sample to ultra$iolet light, has been investigatedby means of optically excited surface plasmons.
Due to the high sensitivity of this technique, it was possible to investigate the dynamics of this
effect on a scaleas short as seconds.Our results demonstratethe dominant role of oxygen during
the coloration and bleaching processes.We found clear evidenceof an oxygen exchangebetween
the sample and the ambient atmosphereduring the photochromic process,which is at variance
with the widely accepted double charge injection model. The coloration rate shows the same
wavelength dependenceas that of the creation rate of electron-hole pairs formed by optical
excitation. The results can be explained by the light-induced decomposition of the incorporated
water.

I. INTRODUCTION

Tungsten oxide is probably the most thoroughly investigated representative of a group of materials that are
known as chromogenic. Their most distintit feature is that
they can be continuously switched between two different
optical states. This property is quite interesting, e.g., for
“smart window” or display applications, and has been
studied extensively.‘I’ Thin amorphous W03 films can be
switched reversibly from transparent to a blue colored state
which has a broad absorption band at 1000 nm, with a
shoulder towards the visible range.3Coloration can be obtained, for example, by an electrochemical process (electrochromic effect) using an external voltage and a proton
source, or by irradiation, e.g., with ultraviolet light (photochromic effect). To gain insight into the basic mechanisms
taking place during the coloration, one has to take into
account two conspicuous facts: first, the valency state of
the tungsten atoms changesfrom + VI to + pY5 and, second, a simultaneous structural change is observed and is
ascribed to the formation of a hydrogen tungsten bronze
(H,WOs) .6 Both features are usually discussedin terms of
the double-charge-injectionmodel (DCIM) :’
W+VzOs+xe-+xHf+

H xW+‘
l-x
x W+“O

3.

(1)

It implies that electrons and protons enter the WO, film
from the outside. This seemsto be evident for the electrochromic process, where the sample is in contact with an
electrolyte and an externally applied voltage which may act
as a source for the required charge carriers. The electrons
then create the color centersby reducing the valency of the
tungsten atoms from + VI to + V, as describedby Eq. ( 1).
The concentration of these color centers formed may be of
the same order of magnitude as that of the tungsten atoms.
Such a high concentration is attainable only when compensating charges like protons are present. This is also taken
into consideration by Eq. ( 1), which describesthe coloration and the bleaching of tungsten oxide by a simultaneous
injection and an extraction, respectively, of electrons and
protons.

Although this model is widely accepted, there exist
some results which raise doubts on its validity. Rutherford
backscattering spectroscopy (RBS) measurements,for example, could not confirm the increased hydrogen content
of electrochemically colored films predicted by the doublecharge-injection model.8The latter is questionedfurther by
a simple experiment: We found that electrochemically and
photochemically colored samples can be bleached rapidly
by oxidizing them with H,O,. Figure 1(a) shows a 400nm-thin WO, film after coloration with an indium wire
and an HCl electrolyte.’ Figure 1(b) demonstratesthe result after a droplet of concentrated H,Oz has been deposited in the middle of the sample. In the area where the film
was in contact with the strongly oxidizing fluid, total
bleaching, which occurs within less than 1 s, is observed.
Afterwards the film can be colored again [Fig. 1(c)l. We
repeated this procedure several times and noticed no
change in coloration efficiency.
Although this result does not rule out the DCIM, it
supports the idea that oxygen plays an important role during the bleaching process of tungsten oxide; up to now,
however, there has been no direct experimental evidence
for this. One reason might be the fact that most of the
published work deals with the electrochromic effect; in this
case also the electrolyte has to be considered and adds to
the complexity of the investigated system. Furthermore,
irreversible reactions and electrolysis that can even lead to
degradation of the films can occur.’
Someof thesecomplications could be avoided by using
the photochromic effect, i.e., the light-induced change of
the optical absorption of W03. That there is, nevertheless,
a lack of experimental data dealing with the photochromic
coloration of tungsten oxide may be due to the comparatively small changesin the optical absorptivity of thin films
upon irradiation as compared to the electrochromic process. Usually, light exposure times ranging from hours to
days are required in order to observe differences in the
transmission spectra.lo To overcome such long illumination times we used the attenuated total reflection (ATR)
technique, which allows even very small changes in the
optical constants of thin films to register, to assist the in-
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i
J?IG. 1. Photographs of the reversible electrochromic effect of a 340-nm-thick WO, film (a) after electrolytic coloration (approximate spot diameter 20
mm), (b) after bleaching a part of the sample with H202, and (c) after coloration inside the area previously bleached.

vestigationof this work. In this way it was possible,for the
first time, to observe the dynamics of the photochromic
effect on a scale of seconds.
II. EXPERIMENT

Our sampleswere lo- and 340-nm-thick W03 layers
evaporated onto a silver film. Optically excited surface
plasmonsin the silver film were used to determinethe real
and the imaginary part of the dielectric function
E=E’+i&‘. Here, we only want to describethe principle of
the experimental setup; for details concerning the ATR
method we refer to the work of Sambleset al. I1 The light of
a p-polarized HeNe laser is reflected from the base of a
prism coated with a silver film and a thin tungsten oxide
layer on top. The angle of incidence 8 of the light determines the light wave vector component $1 parallel to the
silver-WOs boundary. Surface plasmons with a frequency
of the laser light o will be excited if their wave vector is
matchedby kll of the incident light. This gives rise to a dip
in the reflected light intensity I at 0=0, where the resonanceoccurs. From the value of 0,) information about the
real part E’of the dielectric function is obtained.The depth
of the minimum is most pronouncedif radiation damping
of the surface plasmons, causedby their decay into photons, equalsthe internal damping due to dissipation within
the layer system. Changing the optical constants of tungsten oxide, and thus its electrical conductivity a(w), leads
to a changein I. For a suitable thickness of the silver film
one obtains a linear dependencebetween 8 in W03 and
the retlectedlight intensity in the resonanceIR. Since the
refractive index n of tungsten oxide varies only slightly
during the coloration,” a linear dependencebetween E”
and the extinction coefficient K is found. Thus changesin
IR can be used as a direct measureof the change of the
absorptivity of the WO, Elms.
The investigated tungsten oxide layers were deposited
on a 53-nm-thick silver film by thermal evaporation of
WOs pellets at a pressureof 10L5 mbar. During the evaporation process the substrate was at room temperature.
W03 films obtained in this way were amorphous,as probed
4528
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by x-ray measurements.For irradiating the tungsten oxide
layer a 150W xenon high pressurelamp was used as a light
source. Wavelengthsil > 450 nm were suppressedwith filters in order to avoid thermal effects. The resulting UV
intensities on the sample were determined with a power
meter to be 350 mW/cm’. In some experiments the spectral range of the incident radiation was restricted to a narrow band using a monochromator. There the intensities
ranged from several nanowatts to about 200 pW/cm’ depending on the wavelengthused.
Ill. RESULTS

An exampleof the effect of UV irradiation on a tungsten oxide layer is shown in Fig. 2. Both a shift of 8, to
smaller angles and a simultaneous increase of the minimum of the reflectivity R, are observed.This corresponds
to a decreaseof e1 and an increase of e2, respectively,
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FIG. 2. Reflectivity R as a function of the angle of incidence 8 for a
IO-nm-thick W03 film before (solid line) and directly after (dashed line)
5 min UV irradiation.
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(In contrast, during UV irradiation the simultaneous processesof creation and decay of absorbing W+ ’ states have
to be taken into account.) Attempts to fit the bleaching
behavior with an exponential decay, often present in relaxation processes,were not satisfying, as is evident from the
inset of Fig. 4 (dashed-dotted line). Fitting instead a
stretched exponential functioni to the data did not give
considerable improvement. However, the sum of two exponentials

co

1~=Af exp( -f/9-~) +A, exp( -t/7,)

E

FIG. 3. Measured dependence of the imaginary and the real part of the
dielectric function, E’ and 8, for increasing absorption stages (the direction being indicated by the arrow) of 400-nm-thick tungsten oxide samples. The filled square represents to a transparent sample. The data were
taken using ellipsometry (after Ref. 12).

which is in agreement with the coloration behavior found
by other authors using the electrochromic effect (Fig. 3) .I2
Next we will discuss the time dependenceof the optical
absorption of tungsten oxide caused by the photochromic
process. Figure 4 shows a typical result of the photochromic behavior of a 10 nm WOs film. During exposure
to ultraviolet light for t,=20 s in an oxygen atmosphere,
layer absorption increases rapidly. Immediately after the
irradiation is stopped by closing a shutter, the absorption
decreasesstrongly and reachesits initial value after about
1000 s.
A. Bleaching

process

At first we want to concentrate on the bleaching processtaking place after UV light has been turned off. In this
range the absorption of the tungsten oxide is only determined by the dynamics of the decay of the color centers.

fits our data very well, as is shown in Fig. 4. In fact, the fit
(dashed line) cannot be distinguished from the measured
data within experimental accuracy. As Eq. (2) suggests,
the bleaching processof tungsten oxide can be describedby
the sum of a fast and a slow process of two time constants
rf and r,, which dominate the behavior for the beginning
and the end of the bleaching dynamics, respectively. For
the case shown here, +rf and rS differ by more than one
order of magnitude, the corresponding amplitudes A, and
A, differ by only about 25%. Now we will present results
for the dependenceof these fit parameters on the experimental conditions.
B. Exposure

0

400

800

1200

:

time [s]
FIG. 4. Dynamics of reflected light intensity IR , which is proportional to
absorption, of a IO-nm-thick WO, film during, and after 20 s of, UV
irradiation in oxygen atmosphere. The dashed line corresponds to the sum
of two exponentials [according to Eq. (2) and Table I]. The inset, at the
same time scale, shows the deviation AIR = (I;;- - pi) of the data from
two fits: (i) the single exponential fit (dash-dotted line) and (ii) ‘the sum
of two exponentials (dashed line).
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time

In a systematic study of the bleaching behavior, we
first investigated the dependenceof the fit parameters T.fy
Q-s,Af 2 and A, on the radiation exposure time t,. As can be
seen in Fig. 5(a), the relaxation times rf and rS remain
constant within our accuracy when te is varied by more
than an order of magnitude from t,=20 to 250 s. The mean
values we obtained were rf= 18 s and r,=250 s. The corresponding amplitudes Af and A, are shown in Fig. 5 (b).
Above t,=20 s the amplitude of the fast exponential Af has
reached a nearly constant value, whereasA, still increases
with UV exposure time, and, for the conditions used here,
was found to saturate only for exposure times above
1200 s.
C. Ambient

0

(2)

atmosphere

It is well known that the photochromic behavior of
W03 is strongly influenced by the presence of reactive
agents. Accordingly, it has been found that the photochromic responseis increasedconsiderably by the presence
of hydrogenated vapor.‘47’5This has been explained by the
dissociation of hydrogen molecules on the surface and subsequent migration into the material. Furthermore, the
bleaching behavior is strongly influenced by oxidizing
agents like ozone3or H202, as already mentioned in Sec. I.
In contrast, we have investigated the influence of inert
gaseson the photochromic effect. At first we irradiated a
sample in nitrogen atmosphere at 1.5 bar (t,=20 s) .
Again, the ultraviolet light causesa strong increase of absorption, as shown in Fig. 6. After exposure, bleaching
starts in a qualitatively similar way as it did in Fig. 4 for
oxygen atmosphere. At long bleaching times, however, an
important difference is observed: The sample now reaches
a stable absorption level which is distinctly higher than the
Bechinger et al.
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TABLE I. Fit parameters for the bleaching behavior of a 10 nm tungsten
oxide sample after UV irradiation for 20 s in different atmospheres. The
parameters are obtained by fitting a double exponential decay to our data.
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FIG. 5. Dependence of the fit parameters used in Eq. (1) on irradiation
time tc. Plotted are (a) relaxation times 7~ and rT and (b) the corresponding amplitudes A/ and A,. The fit parameters of the fast decay are
marked by open squares. The filled squares correspond to the parameters
of the slow decay.

valueat the beginningof the measurement.This showsthat
the photochromic effect in a nitrogen atmosphere,in contrast to oxygen, is not completely reversible. Yet when a
constantoffsetA, that describesthe amount of irreversible
absorptionis subtracted,the data for the bleachingprocess
can againbe fitted by the sum of the two exponentials.The
fit parametersare listed in Table I. Both relaxation times rf
and rs are greater in nitrogen than in oxygen atmosphere,
by 40% and 3%, respectively.The amplitude Af is also
increasedin nitrogen (by nearly 20%), whereasA, has
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FIG. 6. Dynamics of 1s during a coloration-bleaching experiment in
nitrogen atmosphere. The arrow indicates the gas change from nitrogen to
oxygen. The dashed line between t=O and r= 1300 s is a fit (hardly visible
because it is covered by the experimental curve) obtained by a double
exponential, including an offset A, .
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droppedby nearly a factor of 2. The long-term absorption
level Am , which the samplehad reachedin Nz atmosphere
after about 20 min, was found to be constant at least on the
scale of severalhours.
Even in this state, however,the photochromic coloration processcan still be made completely reversibleby exchanging the gas atmosphereback to oxygen. This is also
seenin Fig. 6, where the exchangefrom N, to 0, is indicated by an arrow. The immediate onset of the bleaching
process,as well as the relaxation back to the initial absorption level, is obvious.This behavior shows that there are at
least two different decay channelsfor the color centersin
W03. Only one of them is affectedby the ambient atmosphere,whereasthe other is independentof it.
A closer look at Figs. 4 and 6 shows that for the same
irradiation time t, the efficiency of the photochromic coloration in nitrogen is slightly enhancedcomparedto that
in oxygen.This is expected,becauseduring light exposure,
the creation and decay of color centers occur simultaneously. Since the latter effect is partly suppressedin the
case of a nitrogen atmosphere,the net coloration there
should be larger, as it is indeedobserved.Similar results to
those in Fig. 6 are obtainedif the samplesare irradiated in
helium, argon, or “vacuum” (meaning an ambient total
pressurebelow 10-l mbar). The fit parametersfor these
casesare also listed in Table I.
For nitrogen, helium, argon, and vacuum conditions
the values found for the time constants as well as for the
amplitudes were comparable. This means that in these
casesboth the sum A,+A, (representing the reversible
part of the coloration) and A, (the irreversible part) are
essentiallythe same.The deviating results obtained for O2
atmospherestrongly suggestthat oxygen plays an important role in the bleaching of photochromically colored
tungsten oxide films.
To get more information about the origin of thesetwo
contributions-the reversible part and the irreversible
pajt-we measuredthe relaxation behavior for different
light exposuretimes of tungsten oxide under vacuum conditions. After each measurement,the sample chamber was
filled with dry oxygen to force total bleaching of the sample. With this procedurewe ascertainedthat all measurements started from the sameabsorption level. In order to
check for correlations between the contributions Fig. 7
shows plots of the reversiblepart Af+A, versusthe irreversible part A, . Up to irradiation times +.300 s, correspondingin this plot to Am = 2.4, we found a roughly linear
Bechinger et al.
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FIG. 7. Reversible (A,+&)
and irreversible (A,) photochromic effect
of a tungsten oxide layer illuminated in vacuum. The filled square corresponds to the maximum photochromic effect obtained with the same
sample.

FIG. 9. Wavelength dependence of the coloration rate a of a 340 nm
W03 film. The onset at 380 nm is in agreement to the band gap energy of
tungsten oxide (shown by the arrow).

dependencebetween the reversible and the irreversible
bleaching effect. Then, however, although the absorption
of the sample can still be increased beyond this time, the
reversiblepart saturates.Therefore we conclude that only a
limited number of the total amount of color centers in a
WO, sample decays independently of the ambient atmosphere.We will discuss this point in some more detail next.

suppressed.A possible explanation is that the interface between the tungsten oxide and the surrounding atmosphere
plays a key role in the decay process.
Using such 340-nm-thick films, we have studiedi the
wavelength dependenceof the coloration efficiency. The
samples were irradiated with monochromatic UV light for
several seconds, and the resulting linear increase of the
absorption was recorded as a function of time. From the
slope of the curves thus obtained, the coloration rate
AC/At was determined and was normalized to the incident light intensity Ii”, . Results for these normalized coloration rates a are plotted in Fig. 9. For wavelengthsdown
to 380 nm, no photochromic effect could be detected;but,
however, there is a strong increase of a towards shorter
wavelengths. The onset of the photochromic effect is in
good agreement with the band gap energy EG=3.25 eV
(indicated in Fig. 9 by an arrow) of thermally evaporated
tungsten oxide films.3 This implies that in the wavelength
range where electron-holepairs are created inside the sample, color centers are also formed. Both processesare apparently closely connectedto each other, as shown by the
following comparison: The creation rate of electron-hole
pairs r] by photons is known to depend strongly on the
incident photon wavelength. Near the band edge one can
write to good approximation’6

D. Coloration

process

Up to now, we have dealt with the bleaching process
that determines the absorption dynamics when the UV
light source is turned off. Now we want to focus on the
coloration process. To gain insight into the basic mechanisms that lead to the creation of color centers we investigated the coloration efficiency as a function of the wavelength /z to which the sample was exposed. In order to
avoid samples with the decay processes already taking
place from irradiation and complicate our analysis, we
have only used samples where bleaching is negligible. It
has turned out in the course of our experiments that this is
the casefor W03 films with a considerably larger thickness
than before. As an example, Fig. 8 shows the behavior of a
340-nm-thick tungsten oxide layer irradiated by UV light
in an oxygen atmosphere.The decay appearsto be largely

qhva

(3)

(hv-EG)n’2.

0.6
0.4
TJ

0.3

9
s

0.2
0.1
0

time [s]
FIG. 8. IR as a function of time for a 340 run, W03 sample irradiated in
air. No relaxation is observed on the scale of several hours.
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For crystalline samplesthe value of n dependson whether
the interband transition is direct ( LZ=I> or indirect (n
=4). For amorphoustungsten oxide films the electron creation rate 77is known to obey Eq. ( 3 ) with 12= 4. l7 Now we
want to compare this with our results obtained for the
creation rate a of color centers. For this purpose we have
plotted in Fig. 10 the quantity ahv in analogy to Eq. (3) as
a function of (hv-EG)
in a double log plot. The slope of
the solid line corresponds to n=4, which shows that the
optical absorption rate a follows the same functional dependenceon (hv- EG) as the electron hole-pair generation
rate q. This result strongly suggeststhat coloration proceedsvia the generationof charge carriers.
Bechingeret al.
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electrons, which are capable of forming color centers. Indeed, evaporated tungsten oxide films contain a. lot of oxygen vacancies which usually lead to nonstoichiometric
W03-X films, where x has been determined for thermally
evaporated films to be about 0.15.20
Taking these oxygen vacancies into account, we suggest that the following reaction takes place in a tungsten
oxide layer during UV exposure:
2W+V’03Hz0 g 2WtY103+2H++2e-+0
e 2HW+ ‘03+0.

(5)

This equation describes the decomposition of water with
optically excited electron-hole pairs and the subsequent
transformation of tungsten oxide into the hydrogen tungsten bronze H,W” v03. It explains the experimentally obFIG. 10. Dependence of (ahv) for W03 films on photon energy with
served proportionality between coloration due to the forrespect to the band gap. The solid line corresponds to a slope of 2, which
mation of Wf ’ centers and the number of generated
is in agreement with the functional dependence found for the electronelectron-hole pairs (cf. Fig. 10). The oxygen vacancies in
hole creation rate in tungsten oxide.
the layer are then essentialfor trapping the nascent oxygen
generated, according to the right hand side of Eq. (5).
Since
the W03 films are very thin, it is to be expected that
IV. blSCUSSlON
part of the trapped oxygen will leave the sample during
Evaporated tungsten oxide layers consist of a network
coloration. If O2 is added to the sample from outside after
of corner-sharing W06 octahedron units, that are capable the irradiation, the loss of oxygen during coloration can be
of forming clusters of different sizes.‘* These clusters are
compensatedfor and a complete relaxation will occur, as
consideredto be connected to each other by W-O-W
or
we have demonstrated. If, on the other hand, the sample is
hydrogen bonds, the latter by means of incorporated
in vacuum or is exposed to an atmosphere not containing
water.” Electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis
02, the oxygen which leavesthe WO, layer will be lost for
(ESCA) and RBS measurementsdetermined the H20/W
the following bleaching process, and, therefore, only parratio for freshly evaporated films to about 0.15,“’ whereas tial bleaching should occur. We ascribe this reversible constorage in air can increase this value to 0.45.21We will
tribution Af+A, of the absorption to oxygen still trapped
show that this incorporated water is probably the key to
at vacancy sites after coloration, whereasd, is due to the
understanding our results of the photochromic effect of
amount of O2 that has left the sample.
thin tungsten oxide films.
For the caseof complete coloration, we can get a rough
It was already demonstrated by Butler22,23that a
estiniate for the relationship between the irreversible and
water-basedelectrolyte that is in contact with a single crysthe reversible parts of bleaching. Assuming that the comtal of WO, can be decomposedby irradiation with light
position of our samplesW03-, yHzO is given by ~~0.15
into hydrogen and oxygen. This process is called photoand y ranging between 0.15 and 0.45 (corresponding to an
electrolysis and is well known for other semiconductors, oxygen substoichiometry of 5% and a water content betoo.24The reaction is started by the generation of electrontween 15% and 45%), ‘OT2ithis means that the ratio of the
hole pairs by irradiating the sample with ultraviolet light
maximum number of oxygen atoms created by the decom(E > EG) . The holes can weaken the H-O bond of water
position of water (JJ) and the number of available oxygen
molecules, leading to water decomposinginto protons and
vacancies (x) ranges between 1 and 3, depending on the
highly reactive oxygen atoms. Thus one can write
water content. Assuming, furthermore, that all the vacancies are occupied when the coloration is saturated, accord0+2H+.
H20+2h+$
(4)
ing to the above, we have O<A,/(Af+A,)
~2. Experimentally, we determined this value to be around 1, as it can be
In order to prevent the back-reaction to occur, the particles
seenfrom the filled square in Fig. 7, which corresponds to
have to be separatedimmediately. If, e.g., an external field
the maximum coloration of the investigated film. This is
is applied, the protons will drift to the cathode, where they
consistent with the proposed model.
recombine to hydrogen. In the caseof crystalline WO, this
It has been pointed out that the light-induced decomprocesswill finally lead to the formation of H, and $2 .22v23
position of water and, eventually, the creation of color cenIn the caseof the photochromic effect, however, where
no voltage is applied to the sample, the situation is some- ters require trapping states for the nascent oxygen atoms
that are usually present in evaporated tungsten oxide films.
what different. If the nascent oxygen radicals could be
If, however, no vacanciesfor oxygen exist in a WO, sample
bound in intermediate trapping states like oxygen vacanat all, this should have drastic consequencesfor the photocies, this would also avoid the back-reaction of Eq. (4).
Then the excitation of electron-hole pairs in such a sample chromic effect. The generated oxygen cannot immediately
be trapped, causing a rapid back-reaction into water and,
would give rise to the creation of metastable protons and
hv - E, [eV]
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hence, no coloration should occur. In fact, results of Gerard et al. confirmed this idea, since only a very weak
photochromic effect is present in stoichiometric WO,
films.25
Finally, we would like to addressthe possiblerelevance
of the present results for the electrochromical coloration
process.The nature of the color centers generated electrochemically and by UV radiation is the same, namely, W+’
states, giving rise to an identical absorption band in the
infrared region in both cases.6We have shown that bleaching of photochromically, as well as electrochromically,
generated color centers can be increased by exposing the
samples to an oxidizing atmosphere or fluid (H202), respectively. Therefore the question arises whether the electrochromic process can be explained by a mechanism similar to the one proposed here for the photochromic effect.
RBS measurements confirmed that the hydrogen content
of the samples is not changed during the electrochromic
coloration. This strongly suggests that the hydrogen required for the formation of the hydrogen bronze HWO, is
already present inside the sample, in contradiction to the
double-charge-injection model. Further experiments are
being prepared in order to determine whether the electrochemical coloration can also be understood in terms of
water decomposition similar to the photochromic process
studied here.
V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have investigated the photochromic
effect of thin evaporated tungsten oxide films by means of
optically excited surface plasmons. For the first time, the
dynamics of this process could be resolved on a time scale
as short as seconds. In order to study the influence of the
ambient atmosphere on the photochromic behavior,
coloration-bleaching experiments were performed under
02, Nz, He, Ar, and vacuum conditions. The results
clearly show that bleaching to the original absorption state
only occurs if oxygen is offered to the sample from outside.
Otherwise, the decay of color centers remains incomplete
until the ambient atmosphere is changed to 02. Furthermore, we investigated the coloration behavior as a function
of the incident light wavelength. The comparison of the
results to the spectral dependenceof the optically excited
electron-hole pair creation rate indicates that there is a
close relationship between both processes.
All these results can be understood in terms of a model
based on the light-induced decomposition of water, which
is incorporated in a considerable amount into tungsten oxide films. By means of incident UV light, electron-hole
pairs are created and finally lead to the formation of pro-
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tons and electrons required for the formation of color centers. The probability of this reaction strongly depends on
the amount of oxygen vacancies inside the sample, since
during this processoxygen radicals are created and have to
be trapped to avoid a rapid back-reaction. In accordance
with these ideas, stoichiometric WO, films show only a
very weak photochromic effect.
The time dependence of the bleaching can be fitted
very well to the sum of the two exponential decays whose
physical interpretation is not yet clear. Attempts are in
progress to develop a quantitative model for the dynamics
of the photochromic effect.
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